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SEMISIMPLE ACTIONS OF MAPPING CLASS GROUPS ON
CAT(0) SPACES
MARTIN R. BRIDSON
Abstrat. Let Σ be an orientable surfae of nite type and let Mod(Σ)
be its mapping lass group. We onsider ations of Mod(Σ) by semisimple
isometries on omplete CAT(0) spaes. If the genus of Σ is at least 3, then
in any suh ation all Dehn twists at as ellipti isometries. The ation of
Mod(Σ) on the ompletion of Teihmüller spae with the Weil-Petersson
metri shows that there are interesting ations of this type. Whenever
the mapping lass group of a losed orientable surfae of genus g ats by
semisimple isometries on a omplete CAT(0) spae of dimension less than
g it must x a point. The mapping lass group of a losed surfae of genus
2 ats properly by semisimple isometries on a omplete CAT(0) spae of
dimension 18.
1. Introdution
This artile onerns ations of mapping lass groups by isometries on om-
plete CAT(0) spaes. It reords the ontents of the leture that I gave at Bill
Harvey's 65th birthday onferene at Anogia, Crete in July 2007.
A CAT(0) spae is a geodesi metri spae in whih eah geodesi triangle
is no fatter than a triangle in the Eulidean plane that has the same edge
lengths (see Denition 1). Classial examples inlude omplete 1-onneted
Riemannian manifolds with non-positive setional urvature and metri trees.
The isometries of a CAT(0) spae X divide naturally into two lasses: the
semisimple isometries are those for whih there exists x0 ∈ X suh that
d(γ.x0, x0) = |γ| where |γ| := inf{d(γ.y, y) | y ∈ X}; the remaining isometries
are said to be paraboli. Semisimple isometries are further divided into hyper-
bolis, for whih |γ| > 0, and elliptis, whih have xed points. Parabolis an
be divided into neutral parabolis, for whih |γ| = 0, and non-neutral parabol-
is. If X is a polyhedral spae with only nitely many isometry types of ells,
then all isometries of X are semisimple [Bri 1999℄.
1991 Mathematis Subjet Classiation. 20F67, 57M50.
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E. Cartan [Ca 1926℄ proved that the natural metri on a symmetri spae
of non-ompat type has non-positive setional urvature. This gives an a-
tion of the mapping lass group on a omplete CAT(0) spae: the morphism
Mod(Σg)→ Sp(2g,Z) indued by the ation of Mod(Σg) on the rst homology
of Σg, the losed orientable surfae of genus g, gives an ation of Mod(Σg) by
isometries on the symmetri spae for the sympleti group Sp(2g,R). In this
ation, the Dehn twists in non-separating urves at as neutral parabolis.
In the fruitful analogy between mapping lass groups and latties in semisim-
ple Lie groups, Teihmüller spae takes the role of the symmetri spae. Unfor-
tunately, the Teihmüller metri does not have non-positive urvature [Mas 1975℄.
On the other hand, the Weil-Petersson metri, although not omplete, does
have non-positive urvature [Wol 1975, Wol 1987℄. Sine the ompletion of a
CAT(0) spae is again a CAT(0) spae [BriH 1999℄ p.187, it seems natural to
omplete the Weil-Petersson metri and to examine the ation of the mapping
lass group on the ompletion T in order to eluidate the struture of the
group.
Theorem A. Let Σ be an orientable surfae of nite type with negative euler
harateristi and empty boundary. The ation of Mod(Σ) on the ompletion
of Teihmüller spae in the Weil-Petersson metri is by semisimple isometries.
All Dehn twists at as ellipti isometries (i.e. have xed points).
This theorem is a restatement of results in the literature but I wanted to
highlight it as a motivating example. The essential points in the proof are
desribed in Setion 3. The fat that the Dehn twists have xed points in the
ation on T is a manifestation of a general phenomenon:
Theorem B. Let Σ be an orientable surfae of nite type with genus g ≥ 3.
Whenever Mod(Σ) ats by semisimple isometries on a omplete CAT(0) spae,
all Dehn twists in Mod(Σ) at as ellipti isometries (i.e. have xed points).
One proves this theorem by omparing the entralizers of Dehn twists in
mapping lass groups with the entralizers of hyperboli elements in isometry
groups of CAT(0) spaes  see Setion 2. The ation of Mod(Σ) on the
symmetri spae for Sp(2g,R) shows that one must weaken the onlusion
of Theorem B if one wants to drop the hypothesis that Mod(Σ) is ating by
semisimple isometries. The appropriate onlusion is that the Dehn twists at
either as elliptis or as neutral parabolis (see Theorem 1).
Theorem B provides information about ations of nite-index subgroups of
mapping lass groups. For if H is a subgroup of index n ating by semisimple
isometries on a CAT(0) spae X , then the indued ation of Mod(Σ) on Xn is
again by semisimple isometries: γ ∈ Mod(Σ) will be ellipti (resp. hyperboli)
in the indued ation if and only if any power of γ that lies in H was ellipti
(resp. hyperboli) in the original ation (f. remark 1).
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The situation for genus 2 surfaes is quite dierent, as I shall explain in
Setion 6.
Theorem C. The mapping lass group of a losed orientable surfae of genus
2 ats properly by semisimple isometries on a omplete CAT(0) spae of di-
mension 18.
The properness of the ation in Theorem C ontrasts sharply with the nature
of the ations in Theorems A, B and D.
I do not know if the mapping lass group of a surfae of genus g > 1 an
admit an ation by semisimple isometries, without a global xed point, on a
omplete CAT(0) spae whose dimension is less than that of the Teihmüller
spae. However, one an give a lower bound on this dimension that is linear
in g (f. Questions 13 and 14 of [BriV 2006℄ and Problem 6.1 in [Farb 2006℄).
To avoid ompliations, I shall state this only in the losed ase.
Theorem D. Whenever the mapping lass group of a losed orientable sur-
fae of genus g ats by semisimple isometries on a omplete CAT(0) spae of
dimension less than g it xes a point.
Here, "dimension means topologial overing dimension. An outline of the
proof is given in Setion 5; the details are given in [Bri2℄. The strategy of
proof is based on the "ample dupliation" riterion in [Bri1℄. The semisimple
hypothesis an be weakened: it is suient to assume that there are no non-
neutral parabolis, f. Theorem 1.
I make no laim regarding the sharpness of the dimension bounds in Theo-
rems C and D.
The leture on whih this paper is based was a renement of a leture that
I gave on 8 Deember 2000 in Bill Harvey's seminar at King's College Lon-
don. Bill worked tirelessly over many years to maintain a geometry and topol-
ogy seminar in London. Throughout that time he shared many insights with
visiting researhers and always entertained them generously. His mathemati-
al writings display the same generosity of spirit: he has written learly and
openly about his ideas rather than hoarding them until some arane goal was
ahieved. The benets of this openness are most lear in his highly presient
and inuential papers introduing the urve omplex [Harv 1981, Harv 1979℄.
The book [Harv 1977℄ on disrete groups and automorphi forms that Bill
edited in 1977 had a great inuene on me when I was a graduate study. At
a more personal level, he and his wife Mihele have been immensely kind to
me and my family over many years. It is therefore with the greatest pleasure
that I dediate these observations about the mapping lass group to him on
the oasion of his sixty fth birthday.
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2. Centralizers, fixed points and Theorem B
Denition 1. Let X be a geodesi metri spae. A geodesi triangle ∆ in X
onsists of three points a, b, c ∈ X and three geodesis [a, b], [b, c], [c, a]. Let
∆ ⊂ E2 be a triangle in the Eulidean plane with the same edge lengths as ∆
and let x 7→ x denote the map ∆→ ∆ that sends eah side of ∆ isometrially
onto the orresponding side of ∆. One says that X is a CAT(0) spae if for
all ∆ and all x, y ∈ ∆ the inequality dX(x, y) ≤ dE2(x, y) holds.
Note that in a CAT(0) spae there is a unique geodesi [x, y] joining eah
pair of points x, y ∈ X. A subspae Y ⊂ X is said to be onvex if [y, y′] ⊂ Y
whenever y, y′ ∈ Y .
Lemma 1. If X is a omplete CAT(0) spae then an isometry γ of X is
hyperboli if and only if |γ| > 0 and there is a γ-invariant onvex subspae of
X isometri to R. (Eah suh subspae is alled an axis for γ.)
Proposition 1. Let Γ be a group ating by isometries on a omplete CAT(0)
spae X. If γ ∈ Γ ats as a hyperboli isometry then γ has innite order in
the abelianisation of its entralizer ZΓ(γ).
Proof. This is proved on page 234 of [BriH 1999℄ (remark 6.13). The main
points are these: if γ is hyperboli then the union of the axes of γ splits
isometrially as Y ×R; this subspae and its splitting are preserved by ZΓ(γ);
the ation on the seond fator gives a homomorphism from ZΓ(γ) to the
abelian group Isom+(R), in whih the image of γ is non-trivial. 
In the light of this proposition, in order to prove Theorem B it sues to
show that if Σ is a surfae of nite type with genus g ≥ 3, then the Dehn
twist T about any simple losed urve c in Σ does not have innite order in
the abelianisation of its entralizer.
Proposition 2. If Σ is an orientable surfae of nite type that has genus at
least 3 (with any number of boundary omponents and puntures) and if T is
the Dehn twist about any simple losed urve c in Σ, then the abelianisation of
the entralizer of T in Mod(Σ) is nite.
Proof. The entralizer of T in Mod(Σ) onsists of mapping lasses of homeo-
morphisms that leave c invariant. This is a homomorphi image of the mapping
lass group of the surfae obtained by utting Σ along c. (This surfae has two
boundary omponents orresponding to c and hene two Dehn twists mapping
to T .) Sine Σ has genus at least 3, at least one omponent of the ut-open
surfae has genus g ≥ 2. The mapping lass group of suh a surfae has nite
abelianisation  see [Kor 2002℄ for a onise survey and referenes. 
Remark 1. As we remarked in the introdution, Theorem B gives restritions
on how subgroups of nite index in Mod(Σ) an at on CAT(0) spaes. For
example, given an orientable surfae of genus g ≥ 3 and a homomorphism φ
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from a subgroup H < Mod(Σ) of index n to a group G that ats by hyperboli
isometries on a omplete CAT(0) spae X, we an apply Theorem B to the
indued ation
1
of Mod(Σ) on Xn and hene dedue that any power of a Dehn
twist that lies in H must lie in the kernel of φ. Taking G = Z tells us that
powers of Dehn twists annot have innite image in the abelianisation of H. A
more expliit proof of this last fat was given reently by Andew Putman [Put℄.
I am grateful to Pierre-Emmanuel Caprae, Dawid Kielak, Anders Karlsson
and Niolas Monod for their omments onerning the following extension of
Theorem B.
Theorem 1. Let Σ be an orientable surfae of nite type with genus g ≥ 3.
Whenever Mod(Σ) ats by isometries on a omplete CAT(0) spae, eah Dehn
twist T ∈ Mod(Σ) ats either as an ellipti isometry or as a neutral paraboli
(i.e. |T | = 0).
Proof. The proof of Theorem B will apply provided we an extend Proposition
1 to over non-neutral parabolis. In order to appreiate this extension, the
reader should be familiar with the basi theory of Busemann funtions in
CAT(0) spaes, [BriH 1999℄ Chap. II.8.
If γ is a paraboli isometry with |γ| > 0, then a speial ase of a result of
Karlsson and Margulis [KaMa 1999℄ (f. [Ka 2002℄, p. 285) shows that γ has a
unique xed point at innity ξ ∈ ∂X with the property that 1
n
d(γn.x, c(n|γ|))→
0 as n → ∞ for every x ∈ X and every geodesi ray c : [0,∞) → X with
c(∞) = ξ. Now, ZΓ(γ) xes ξ and ats on any Busemann funtion entred at
ξ by the formula z.β(t) = β(t) + φ(z), where φ : ZΓ(γ) → R is a homomor-
phism. Sine φ(γ) = −|γ|, this is only possible if γ has innite order in the
abelianisation of ZΓ(γ). 
I. Kapovih and B. Leeb [KL 1995℄ were the rst to prove that if g ≥ 3 then
Mod(Σg) annot at properly by semisimple isometries on a omplete CAT(0)
spae; f. [BriH 1999℄ p. 257.
3. Augmented Teihmüller spae and Theorem A
Let Σ be an orientable hyperboli surfae of nite type with empty boundary
and let T denote the ompletion of its Teihmüller spae equipped with the
Weil-Petersson metri. T is equivariantly homeomorphi to the augmented
Teihmüller spae dened by Abiko [Abi 1977℄. Wolpert's onise survey
[Wol 2006℄ provides a lear introdution and ample referenes to the fats that
we need here.
1
One an regard this as "multipliative indution" in the sense of [tomD 1987℄ p. 35: if
H < G has index n and ats on X then one identies Xn with the spae of H-equivariant
maps f : G→ X and onsiders the (right) ation (g.f)(γ) := f(γg); a power of eah g ∈ G
preserves the fators of Xn, so it follows from [BriH 1999℄ p. 231232 that the ation of G
is by semisimple isometries if the ation of H is.
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Masur [Mas 1976℄ desribes the metri struture of T r T as follows. It is
a union of strata TC orresponding to the homotopy lasses of systems C of
disjoint, non-parallel, simple losed urves on Σ. The stratum orresponding
to C is the Teihmüller spae of the nodal surfae obtained by shrinking eah
loop c ∈ C to a pair of usps (puntures); more expliitly, it is the produt of
Teihmüller spaes for the omponents of Σ r
⋃
C (with puntures in plae
of the pinhed urves), eah equipped with its Weil-Petersson metri. The
identiation of TC with this produt of Teihmüller spaes is equivariant with
respet to the natural map from the subgroup ofMod(Σ) that preserves C and
its omponents to the mapping lass group of the nodal surfae. Importantly,
TC ⊂ T is a onvex subspae [DaWe 2003℄.
The Dehn twists (and hene multi-twists µ) in the urves of C at trivially
on TC and hene are ellipti isometries of T .
Daskalopoulos andWentworth [DaWe 2003℄ proved that every pseudo-Anosov
element ψ of Mod(Σ) ats as a hyperboli isometry of T ; indeed eah has an
axis ontained in T . If ρ ∈ Mod(Σ) leaves invariant a urve system C and
eah of the omponents of Σ r C, then either it is a multi-twist (and hene
ats as an ellipti isometry of T ) or else it ats as a pseudo-Anosov on one of
the omponents of ΣrC. In the latter ase ρ will at as a hyperboli isometry
of TC , and hene of T , sine TC ⊂ T is onvex. An isometry of a omplete
CAT(0) spae is hyperboli (resp. ellipti) if and only if every proper power of
it is hyperboli (resp. ellipti) [BriH 1999℄, p. 231232. Every element of the
mapping lass group has a proper power that is one of the three types µ, ψ, ρ
onsidered above [Thu 1988℄. Thus Theorem A is proved.
Remarks 2. (1) I want to emphasize one again that I stated Theorem A
only to provide ontext: nothing in the proof is original. Moreover, sine I
rst wrote this note, Ursula Hamenstadt has given essentially the same proof
in [Ham℄.
(2) Masur-Wolf [MasW 2002℄ and Brok-Margalit [BroM 2007℄ have shown
that Mod(Σ) is the full isometry group of T . I am grateful to Je Brok for a
helpful orrespondene on this point.
(3) In the proof of Theorem A, the roots of multitwists emerged as the only
ellipti isometries (provided that we regard the identity as a multitwist). Com-
bining this observation with Theorem B, we see that any homomorphism from
the mapping lass group of a surfae of genus g ≥ 3 to another mapping lass
group must send roots of multitwists to roots of multitwists. This ontrasts with
the fat that there are injetive homomorphisms between mapping lass groups
of one-puntured surfaes of higher genus that send pseudo-Anosov elements
to multitwists [ALS℄.
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4. Criteria for ommon fixed points
The lassial theorem of Helly onerns the ombinatoris of families of on-
vex subsets in R
n
. There are many variations on this theorem in the literature.
For our purposes the following will be suient (see [Bri1℄, [Farb℄ and refer-
enes therein).
Proposition 3. Let X be a omplete CAT(0) spae of (topologial overing)
dimension at most n, and let C1, . . . , CN ⊂ X be losed onvex subsets. If
every (n+ 1) of the Ci have a point of intersetion, then
⋂N
i=1Ci 6= ∅.
When applied to the xed point sets Ci = Fix(si) with si ∈ S, this implies:
Corollary 1. Let Γ be a group ating by isometries on a omplete CAT(0)
spae X of dimension at most n and suppose that Γ is generated by the nite
set S. If every (n + 1)-element subset of S xes a point of X, then Γ has a
xed point in X.
We shall need a renement of this result that relies on the following well-
known proposition, [BriH 1999℄ p.179. We write Isom(X) for the group of
isometries of a metri spae X and Ballr(x) for the losed ball of radius
r > 0 about x ∈ X . Given a subspae Y ⊆ X , let rY := inf{r | Y ⊆
Ballr(x), some x ∈ X}.
Proposition 4. If X is a omplete CAT(0) spae and Y is a bounded subset,
then there is a unique point cY ∈ X suh that Y ⊆ Ballr(cY ).
Corollary 2. Let X be a omplete CAT(0) spae. If H < Isom(X) has a
bounded orbit then H has a xed point.
Proof. The entre cO of any H-orbit O will be a xed point. 
Corollary 3. Let X be a omplete CAT(0) spae. If the groups H1, . . . , Hℓ <
Isom(X) ommute and Fix(Hi) is non-empty for i = 1, . . . , ℓ, then
⋂ℓ
i=1 Fix(Hi)
is non-empty.
Proof. A simple indution redues us to the ase ℓ = 2. Sine Fix(H2) is
non-empty, eah H2-orbit is bounded. As H1 and H2 ommute, Fix(H1) is
H2-invariant and therefore ontains an H2-orbit. As Fix(H1) is onvex, the
entre of this (bounded) orbit is also in Fix(H1), and therefore is xed by
H1 ∪H2. 
Building on these elementary observations, one an prove the following; see
[Bri1℄.
Proposition 5 (Bootstrap Lemma). Let k1, . . . , kn be positive integers and
let X be a omplete CAT(0) spae of dimension less than k1 + · · · + kn. Let
S1, . . . , Sn ⊂ Isom(X) be subsets with [si, sj] = 1 for all si ∈ Si and sj ∈
Sj (i 6= j).
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If, for i = 1, . . . , n, eah ki-element subset of Si has a xed point in X, then
for some i every nite subset of Si has a xed point.
When applying the Bootstrap Lemma one has to overome the fat that the
onlusion only applies to some Si. A onvenient way of gaining more ontrol
is to restrit attention to onjugate sets.
Corollary 4 (Conjugate Bootstrap). Let k and n be positive integers and
let X be a omplete CAT(0) spae of dimension less than nk. Let S1, . . . , Sn
be onjugates of a subset S ⊂ Isom(X) with [si, sj] = 1 for all si ∈ Si and
sj ∈ Sj (i 6= j).
If eah k-element subset of S has a xed point in X, then so does eah nite
subset of S.
5. Some surfae topology
The reader will reall that, given a losed orientable surfae Σ and two
ompat homeomorphi sub-surfaes with boundary T, T ′ ⊂ Σ, there exists
an automorphism of Σ taking T to T ′ if and only Σ r T and Σ r T ′ are
homeomorphi. In partiular, two homeomorphi sub-surfaes are in the same
orbit under the ation of Homeo(Σ) if the omplement of eah is onneted.
The relevane of this observation to our purposes is explained by the follow-
ing lemma, whih will be used in tandem with the Conjugate Bootstrap.
Lemma 2. Let H be the subgroup of Mod(Σ) generated by the Dehn twists in
a set C of loops all of whih are ontained in a ompat sub-surfae T ⊂ Σ
with onneted omplement. If Σ ontains m mutually disjoint sub-surfaes Ti
homeomorphi to T , eah with onneted omplement, then Mod(Σ) ontains
m mutually-ommuting onjugates Hi of H.
Proof. Sine the omplement of eah Ti is onneted, there is a homeomorphism
φi of Σ arrying T to Ti. Dene Hi to be the subgroup of Mod(Σ) generated
by the Dehn twists in the loops φi(C). Sine the various Hi are supported in
disjoint sub-surfaes, they ommute. 
5.1. The Likorish generators. Raymond Likorish [Li 1964℄ proved that
the mapping lass group of a losed orientable surfae of genus g is generated
by the Dehn twists in 3g−1 non-separating loops, eah pair of whih intersets
in at most one point. Let Lick denote this set of loops.
We say that a subset S ⊂ Lick is onneted if the union U(S) of the loops
in S is onneted. An analysis of Lick reveals the following fat, whose proof
is deferred to [Bri2℄. In this statement all sub-surfaes are assumed to be
ompat.
Proposition 6. Let S ⊂ Lick be a onneted subset.
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(1) If |S| = 2ℓ is even, then U(S) is either ontained in a sub-surfae of
genus ℓ with 1 boundary omponent, or else in a non-separating sub-
surfae of genus at most ℓ− 1 with 3 boundary omponents.
(2) If |S| = 2ℓ+1 is odd, then U(S) is either ontained in a non-separating
subsurfae of genus ℓ with at most 2 boundary omponents, or else in
a non-separating sub-surfae of genus at most (ℓ− 1) that has at most
3 boundary omponents.
5.2. The Proof of Theorem D: an outline. We must argue that when
the mapping lass group of a losed orientable surfae of genus g ats without
neutral parabolis on a omplete CAT(0) spae X of dimension less than g it
must x a point.
The ase g = 1 is trivial. A omplete CAT(0) spae of dimension 1 is an
R-tree, so for g = 2 the assertion of the theorem is that the mapping lass
group of a genus 2 surfae has property FR. This was proved by Culler and
Vogtmann [CuVo 1996℄.
Assume g ≥ 3. Aording to Corollary 1, we will be done if we an show
that eah subset S ⊂ Lick with |S| ≤ g has a xed point in X . We proeed
by indution on |S|. Theorem 1 overs the base ase |S| = 1.
If S is not onneted, say S = S1 ∪ S2 with U(S1) ∩ U(S2) = ∅, then the
subgroups 〈S1〉 and 〈S2〉 ommute. Eah has a xed point sine |Si| < |S|, so
Corollary 3 tells us that S has a xed point.
Suppose now that S is onneted. If |S| = 2ℓ is even then Proposition
6 tells us that U(S) is ontained either in a sub-surfae of genus ℓ with 1
boundary omponent or else in a non-separating sub-surfae of genus ℓ − 1
with 3 boundary omponents. In either ase one an t ⌊g/ℓ⌋ disjoint opies
of this sub-surfae into Σg. Lemma 2 then provides us with ⌊g/ℓ⌋ mutually-
ommuting onjugates of 〈S〉. As all proper subsets of S are assumed to have
a xed point and the dimension of X is less than (2ℓ− 1)⌊g/ℓ⌋, the Conjugate
Bootstrap (Corollary 4) tells us that S will have a xed point.
The argument for |S| odd is similar. For a detailed proof, see [Bri2℄. 
6. A proper semisimple ation of Mod(Σ2)
Theorem 2. The mapping lass group of a losed surfae of genus 2 ats
properly by semisimple isometries on a omplete CAT(0) spae of dimension
18.
Proof. The hyperellipti involution τ is entral in Mod(Σ2). The quotient
orbifold Σ2/〈τ〉 is a sphere with 6 marked points and the ation of Mod(Σ2)
on this quotient indues a homomorphism Mod(Σ2) → Mod(Σ0,6). This is
onto [BiHi 1971℄ and the kernel is 〈τ〉. Thus we have a short exat sequene
1→ Z2 → Mod(Σ2)→ Mod(Σ0,6)→ 1.
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For eah positive integer n ≥ 2 there is a natural homomorphism from the
braid group Bn to Mod(Σ0,n+1); the image of this map is of index (n + 1)
and the kernel is the entre of Bn, whih is innite yli. This map admits
the following geometri interpretation. Regard Bn as the mapping lass group
of the n puntured dis D with 1 boundary omponent. One maps Bn to
Mod(Σ0,n+1) by attahing the boundary of a one-puntured dis to ∂D and
extending homeomorphisms of D by the identity on the attahed dis. The
image of Bn is the subgroup of Mod(Σ0,n+1) that stabilizes the punture in the
added dis; this has index n+ 1. The entre of Bn is the mapping lass of the
Dehn twist ζ in a loop parallel to the boundary ∂D. This twist beomes trivial
in Mod(Σ0,n+1), and it generates the kernel of Bn → Mod(Σ0,n+1). Thus we
have a seond short exat sequene
1→ Z→ Bn → Γ→ 1
where Γ ⊂ Mod(Σ0,n+1) is of index n+ 1.
Brady and MCammond [BrM℄ and independently Krammer (unpublished),
showed that B5 is the fundamental group of a ompat non-positively urved
pieewise-Eulidean omplex X of dimension 4 that has no free faes. It fol-
lows from [BriH 1999℄ II.6.15(1) and II.6.16 that the universal over of X splits
isometrially as a produt Y ×R and that the quotient of B5 by its entre ats
properly on Y (II.6.10(4) lo. it.) by semisimple isometries (II.6.9 lo. it.).
By induing, as in remark 1, we obtain an ation of Mod(Σ0,6) on Y
6
that is
again proper and semisimple. And sine the kernel of Mod(Σ2) → Mod(Σ0,6)
is nite, the resulting ation of Mod(Σ2) on Y
6
is also proper. 
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